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THE NEED OF CONSERVATION OF OUR VITAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES AS EMPHASIZED BY THE LESSONS OF THE WAR:

The great war, now ended, frightful as have been the evils it entailed on the world, should, from the standpoint of our country at least, be recognized as having brought to us an awakening in directions that will be of lasting benefit to the nation.

It has been a cheap and easy criticism to stigmatize our people as money-loving, self-centered, and materialistic, and this characterization, apparently generally held in Germany as a true picture of the people of the United States and of our national life, has, by some, even here at home, been more or less accepted as correct. The great soul of the American people, their intense patriotism and love of country, their devotion to ideals of right and of self-sacrifice and altruism, were not dormant but were hidden. We have enough of the Anglo-Saxon of our English brethren in us still not to seek to parade our better traits in boasting self-assertion— but when the time of trial and sacrifice comes, our people respond, and respond as a nation.

A marked instance of this national trait was given in our treatment of Cuba twenty years ago. It was incredible to some of our foreign critics that this country could enter into a war with Spain solely to remedy the abuses of her government of Cuba, and to free Cuba, yet the event showed that such was actually the case—and now the world recognizes that we entered into the world-war just ended, solely and only as a matter of high national duty—and with no thought of national gain in money, trade or territory, but only because we recog-

1 Address of the Vice-President and Chairman of Section of Engineering of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Baltimore, December 26, 1918.